GRAND FINALE!

MOVIES AND REFRESHMENTS

The P.T.A. of the Magen David Yeshivah has planned a most pleasant afternoon as its closing program for the season.

The main business of this meeting, scheduled for Tuesday afternoon, June 9th, at 1:00 P.M. is the nomination and election of a new slate of officers for the coming year.

Your participation in this meeting will ensure the election of the best qualified women for their respective jobs. A large attendance of mothers will also show our appreciation to our president, Mrs. Bella Esse and those who worked with her, for the fine service rendered during this past year.

As an added attraction, new and old candid moving pictures of our children in the Yeshivah, will be shown.

This is an event not to be missed! Plan to attend this last Yeshivah meeting of the year. Meet your friends socially, and help elect the women of your choice to serve our school.

Coffee and cake will be served. There will be no solicitation of funds. Mark the date on your calendar, June 9th, 1:00 P.M.

-0-0-0-

SPECIAL FOR GIRLS

Because of the ever growing interest of parents in providing Yeshivah education for their daughters, as well as their sons, the Yeshivah this year, please C-d, will open a special first grade class composed of girls only.

This will make it possible for your daughters to be taught a course of study planned to meet their specific needs. It also will make it possible for them to have at least 20 girl friends at their own grade level.

Contact the Yeshivah now to make sure that your daughter does not miss this opportunity! – CL 9-2827.

REGISTRATION TIME

ENROLLMENT FOR FALL CLASSES

The Yeshivah is now accepting registration for the new school year. Children who will be 5 before December 31, 1959, are eligible for enrollment in the Kindergarten class. Children who will be 6 before that date will be eligible for First grade. (Under rare circumstances, exceptionally bright children will be admitted even if they are as much as a month or two younger than the above mentioned ages.)

DAY CAMP

Summer is nearer than we think! And with the advent of the summer season, the Center once again is offering to the community the services of the day camp and afternoon nursery. This year, the Magen David Day Camp expects to serve over a hundred children, giving them the opportunity of enjoying a great variety of seasonal activities, including: Swimming, Baseball, Softball, Tennis, Arts and Crafts and Nature Trail Hikes at Alley Pond Park. Trips to Clare Lakes Park, Bronx Zoo, Radio City, and SpaceLand are added experiences that will be enjoyed by all campers.

If you have not already done so, hurry now and enroll your child for a season of unforgettable fun. The number is BE 6-0957.

SUMMER CALENDAR

Shavuot – Friday and Saturday — June 12th & 13th
Candle lighting time 8:13
June 19 — Candle lighting time 8:16
June 26 — Candle lighting time 8:17
July 3 — Candle lighting time 8:17
July 10 — Candle lighting time 8:15
July 17 — Candle lighting time 8:11
July 23 to Aug. 13
"The Three Weeks" —semi mourning for the destruction of the 1st and 3rd Temples — ending with the Tishah B'Av last day on August 13th.
July 24 — Candle lighting time 8:05
July 31 — Candle lighting time 7:59
Aug. 7 — Candle lighting time 7:51
Aug. 14 — Candle lighting time 7:41
Aug. 21 — Candle lighting time 7:32
Aug. 28 — Candle lighting time 7:20
Sept. 4 — Candle lighting time 7:09
Sept. 9 — School re-opens.

Thinking families will readily understand that there is no substitute for Yeshivah education. Just as one cannot become a physician without specific education, just as one cannot become an engineer without specific education, so one cannot become a well informed Jew without specific education — and Yeshivah is the only proper specific education for Jewish living. Through Yeshivah, we fulfill our sacred responsibility to provide for our children's religious education!

Every Jewish child must be prepared to read siddur, translate Bible, converse in Hebrew, and be conversant with law, literature, talmud and history. Such education can be obtained only in a Yeshivah! For Sephardic Jews, Sephardic tradition must be added to all of the above — and this can be obtained only at the Magen David Yeshivah!

Needless to say, educators, teachers, parents, and children recognize the excellent work that is done in our English classes. Class for class, and grade for grade, it can be proven that our children do better than comparable children in the public schools.

Do not forego this opportunity to give your child the education that he or she deserves. Help convince your relatives and neighbors, too, to provide Yeshivah education for their children. For information — call CL 9-2827.
EDITORIAL
Rabbi Zecharia Dershowitz

Once more the “Yeshivah World” has demonstrated its unity. Three hundred delegates from all over the country gathered for a Hebrew day school P.T.A. convention, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

Such questions as, “How can we bring a deep religious faith to our children, and how can we prepare them to meet life’s religious challenges?”, were posed and discussed by Rabbis and laymen, in the beautiful new school building of the Yeshivah Academy of Harrisburg.

A second national conference took place on May 29th, Yeshivah Principals and Presidents gathered in Farndale, New York, for a three day convention, to map the goals and achievements of American Yeshivot during the past four years.

These conferences are encouraging signs of the strength and growth of the Yeshivah movement in America. We are part of a tremendous movement, consisting of over 200 schools, widely dispersed over the continental United States.

Let us, as individuals and as members of our own school, pledge ourselves to united action on behalf of the Yeshivah movement. Let more of us participate in regional and national Yeshivah conferences. Our Yeshivah must not be left behind while other Yeshivot move on to greater heights. In unity there is strength.

---

SISTERHOOD DOINGS
"SO LONG FOR A WHILE"

Looking back at the events of the past year, the Sisterhood is happy to say that this has been a very successful social season.

We’ve all been busy attending the various Bingo games, our theatre party and our very entertaining play “Hay Fever”, etc.

To close the season, the Sisterhood gave a delightful dance Decoration Day weekend featuring Mme. Hanon and also Hy Kraus and his orchestra. Needless to say, everyone was in the mood to make merry, and did so.

At this time, the Committee Chairmen would like to say a very grateful thank you to all the women who so graciously worked with them, and to wish you all a very healthy and happy summer. See you again in the Fall.

---

THE TORAH MESSAGE
By Rabbi David Bitton

Three thousand, two hundred and seventy-one years ago, our nation received, amid thunder and lightning, the “Unique Code of Codes”, the “Ten Commandments”, the source and foundation of our Torah.

This holy document not only did not cease and disappear as had happened to so many other national documents, but it continued to exercise great influence on the moral and social life of all mankind.

It was not only our nation who said “we shall do and we shall hear”, who had the chance to learn and to guide itself according to the laws and ways of the Torah, but even those who refused to accept it, recognized later its greatness and derived many of their laws from it.

The Torah was given in the desert, which belongs to no one nation exclusively, in order to give an opportunity to the rest of the world to conduct its life according to the rules and regulations of the Torah if it wishes to.

In seventy languages was the Torah given, said the “Midrash”. The Divine Voice divided itself into the seventy tongues spoken on earth so that all humanity may learn and understand its redeeming message.

It is the message of peace, peace among individuals, among communities, and among the divided world. Our Rabbis said in the Talmud, “The Almighty could not find a better vessel that would hold enough good for Israel but peace.”

In our days of atoms, spumis, missiles, race of armament, and struggle for power between the powerful blocks of the world, not Israel alone, but rather, humanity as a whole, should accept and listen to the message of peace and security that was voiced on Mount Sinai thousands of years ago. This is the message of our Torah to all mankind, as it is said, “Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her ways are peace.”

---

A TRIP TO THE ISRAEL CONSULATE

On Sunday, May 17th, twelve Magen David Yeshivah students were honored to be among those invited by the Consulate General of Israel to celebrate Israel’s 11th year of independence. Rabbi Newman accompanied us on this joyous occasion.

When we entered the building we saw it decorated with pictures and statues of the presidents and war heroes of Israel.

After we were seated, we were shown a film about the growth of Israel since 1948. Then we participated in community singing. After singing several traditional songs, we learned several new songs. There was also a young Yemenite girl who did some beautiful Yemenite dances.

There were speeches by several members of the Israel Consulate.

To conclude the program we marched out of the hall singing Hava Nagila. As we left each child received an envelope containing maps and other souvenirs of Israel.

I am sure every student who attended this celebration enjoyed it. I am very proud to have been one of the students chosen to represent our school on this occasion.

Michael Gindi
Class 5-1

---

GOOD NEWS

The Federal Government is considering a loan to our school, which will enable us to build a new Science Laboratory. This Lab, to be used by the seventh and eighth grades, will be fully constructed and equipped before the fall term.

With this new addition, our science program will match the best program offered in N.Y.C.

---

LAG B’OMER

Fun — Food — Frolic

The entire school went on an outing to Valley Stream State Park. The day’s program consisted of competitive sports events, races, ball throwing contests, shoe scramble, wheel barrel race and hopping races; and cooperative group games. Baseball, punchball, dodgeball, etc.

Mr. Schiffman and Kitchen Staff are heartyly complimented for the fabulous picnic lunch; Hot grilled frankfurters and rolls, veg. salad, ice cold punch and marshmallows.

The children also prayed Mincha in the field. They were thrilled to meet children from several other Yeshivot among them Yeshivah of Central Queens and Woodmere Yeshivah.

The fourth grade of Yeshivah of Central Queens played baseball against our own 4th grade.
SISTERHOOD DOINGS

On Tuesday, April 26th, we are having a card party at the Club 100, located on Ocean Parkway and Avenue K. The price of admission is only $2.00, and refreshments will be served. Won't you tell all your friends to join with us for a social afternoon? We shall be waiting for you at about 1:30.

The Annual Spring Sisterhood Luncheon is being planned for you now. It will take place in the latter part of May, and will feature the drawing of our raffles. Watch and listen for all details which will be forthcoming soon. We hope to have a most pleasant surprise for you.

-0-0-0-

TIP TO HOUSEWIVES:

Tired of store-bought Holiday cakes and macaroons? Want to try something different and delicious with your coffee on the Passover Holidays?

Make the “torpedoes” of matzo meal and water but stuff them with a mixture of ground walnuts, sugar and cinnamon instead of the usual meat and spices. Fry in deep fat until evenly browned, drain on absorbent paper, dip in a syrup of sugar and water and eat. (These “torpedoes” should be smaller than the usual meat ones).

They are quite delicious and in fact, resemble the dessert made of pancakes stuffed with nuts. (Ah-bief). Happy eating!

-0-0-0-

THE THIRD GRADE

Mrs. Powsner’s third grade is busily engaged in investigating the many sources from which our clothing is obtained. They are learning all about the different fabrics which are derived from mammals, insects, plants and man-made. Many samples have been brought in and inspected. Some children have written reports.

NEW YOUTH GROUP IN COMMUNITY

Nation-wide Organization

It is indeed encouraging to see the birth of a religious Zionist group in our own community, namely, the new Mizrahi-Hatzier of Ocean Parkway, open to both young men and women.

The Mizrahi-Hatzier is a nation-wide organization dedicated to instilling the values of the Torah in its members, not only as to intellectual principles but as guides to a completely Jewish way of life, in accordance with the rules of traditional Judaism.

The group was organized 5 months ago under the leadership of Morris A. Shamah. The first meeting was held at his home with 23 prospective members present. Rea Mandilebaum, vice-president of the national M.H. organization, was the guest speaker. Rea gave the group an informative talk concerning the Mizrahi and answered questions.

A Typical Fun-filled Evening

A typical Friday evening meeting begins at about 8:00 p.m. at one of the member’s homes. Informal chatter and singing fills the air until everyone has arrived. The president then assumes the chairmanship, calls the meeting to order and the guest speaker is introduced.

Following the lecture there is a question and answer period (usually a hot time), during which time refreshments are served. Occasionally, everyone gets carried away and Israeli dancing and singing becomes the order for the balance of the evening.

Debut on Chanukah

The group made its debut into Mizrahi circles with a Chanukah festival. This extremely successful affair was held at the Center. The program included a Chanukah message from Rabbi Hecht and a vocal rendition from the new Cantor, Rabbi Rafael Elaad of. The turnout was estimated to exceed 175 people. To the delight of the members, the charter was received at this function.

Several months later, the group was in for a rare and extremely enjoyable treat — a M.H. Torah Zion conclave in Atlantic City. Twenty-three members enjoyed this exciting weekend and many more shall enjoy the next. At the hotel, besides the “usual fun”, we saw the rebirth of a true Torah spirit — a “Bunach”.

Something Different Next Time

The next function planned by this group is a comedy, “The Reluctant Debattante”. It promises to be fun. Tickets for it will go on sale soon. See you then!

Shalom!

-0-0-0-

MONEY IS NEEDED

The Community Bulletin is in dire need of funds. If it is or is not to be published again after this issue, depends on you, its readers. Everyone, whether living in this community or living out-of-town, is urged to send in his $2.00 contribution which covers a whole year’s subscription.

Paid-up members of the P.T.A. already have their subscriptions covered. Those still owing their P.T.A. dues however are strongly requested to pay it promptly.

We know you all look forward to receiving and reading this paper — which is the only one devoted solely to you, your children, and your community. Let’s not see it die out! Please get behind us and send your $2.00 to the Magen David Yeshivah at 50 Avenue P, Brooklyn 4, N. Y. Thank you!

-0-0-0-

“GUY’S AND DOLLS” COMING TO BROOKLYN

The girls and boys of the Young Adult group of the Center are now rehearsing that great Broadway play “Guys and Dolls” and will present it on two evenings in June.

The Sisterhood as well as the Young Adults are selling tickets in advance for this entertaining musical and we recommend your getting yours in advance — they’ll be snapped up fast.

Tickets are $2.50 per and all proceeds will go to the Center.
MILESTONES

-o-o-o-

BIRTHS
Rabbi & Mrs. Abraham Hecht — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Eli Cabasso — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Nat Kairey — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Elliott M. Hanan — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Al Dayan — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Ozzie Harary — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Mickey Laniado — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Al Cohen — Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Haddad — Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Tobias — Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Morris Dweck — Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Saka — Girl

MARRIAGES
Renee Cheney to Morris Dweck
Renee Esses to Jack Mizrahi
Elvira Sherem to Meyer Kassab

ENGAGEMENTS
Phyllis Slansky to David Didia
Jacqueline Ashkenazi to Irwin Lezmi
Marlene Haim to Joe Massey
Louise Cohen to Jack Antebay
Muriel Chabot to Ike Hidary

BAR MITZVAHS
Edmond - son of
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Levy
Sam Hamway - son of
Mr. & Mrs. M. Namer
Ira - son of Mr. & Mrs. Sam Hara
Elias - son of
Mr. & Mrs. Nissim Safdie
Edward - son of
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Hamway
Aaron - son of
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Sued

-STUDENTS TO PREVIEW SEDER-

Social Hall Transformed

On Thursday, April 7th, the boys and girls of the Yeshivah are to have one of their most enjoyable experiences — that of previewing the Passover Seder.

The children will be dressed in their best and will file into the main social hall for this event. But what a transformation this hall will undergo! Round tables, with seats for ten children and one teacher, will be set up - and dressed up - as for a formal dinner. Each table will be covered with a spotless white damask cloth, blue dinerware and blue and white candles. Spring greenery will decorate the room and tables.

Each table will have a bottle of Kosher-for-Passover Wine as well as the traditional Seder foods - Hard-cooked eggs, lamb, charoseth, bitter herbs, matzoth, etc. Trays will be arranged in the manner followed for centuries, by Jewish people living in every part of the world. Their teachers will explain to the children the reasons for each of the foods placed on the tray and for the arrangement of them.

There will also be a large table-of-honor in front of the room at which invited distinguished guests will be seated.

-CHOIR TO SING-

The Choir will sing and after reading the Hagaddah and following the routine of the Seder, everyone will be served a full course dinner prepared by our justly famous Mrs. Schiffman and her staff. The dinner will consist of fresh fruit cup, broiled fresh fillet of fish, potato Kugel, traditional Passover carrot tsmimes, all kinds of salads, and for dessert, Passover nutcake, fruitcakes and macaroons.

-TRADITION OF CENTURIES-

The Seder service is one of the many beautiful traditions of our people. It is heartening to know that no matter where in the world a Jew finds himself on Passover Eve, he manages to sit down to a Seder and to relive and retell and maybe, receive inspiration for a better Jewish life, from the history of our ancestors who were freed from slavery in the land of Egypt. We try to be teachers and leaders of a moral and ethical life and hope that our children after us will always be good Jews and fine examples to people everywhere.

-GREAT TURNOUT FOR CENTER THEATER PARTY-

The Magen David Center sponsored a theater party, on March 16th, to see that excellent play “Fiorello”.

Thanks to the good play and to the wonderful job of selling tickets done by Shirley Antoky and Norma Chabott, the tickets were all sold out early. The sum of almost $2,000.00 was raised through this theater party and it will be used towards the payment of the mortgage.

Once again we would like to thank all those attending the show for their cooperation. The committee was truly gratified to see this spirit and hopes that it will see such wonderful cooperation always.

-o-o-o-

B’NAI BRITH CORNER

The Magen David Women's Chapter of B'nai Brith has just completed a very successful year. It saw its membership rise from sixty women to over 120 women and all its programs attracted good attendance.

A few of the outstanding events were: a) the presentation of the play “Cinderella” as a special Chamukkiah treat for the children; b) a lecture and demonstration on the lovely art of Japanese flower arrangements; c) a very enjoyable children's fashion show which was held at the Shaare Zion Cong. Indeed, we would like to thank the Shaare Zion Committee for so graciously donating their Social Hall for this event and we are happy to say that we were able to donate $50.00 to them from our proceeds.

All the New York Chapters of B'nai Brith also were invited to a gala fashion show of Bonwit Teller styles which was held at the Fillet Bldg. on the campus of Brooklyn College. Many of our members went to see this and enjoyed it immensely.

On March 21st, elections were held for a new slate of officers. We are happy to say that Bea Esses was again elected President (her good leadership and guidance are well recognized).

A colorful ceremony of Installation of Officers was held in April at which time all members are invited to attend. See you then.
INQUIRING PHOTOGRAPHER

Question: Now that you’re graduating from Magen David Yeshivah, how do you intend to continue your religious education?

Molly Kassin: — My plans are to attend Central Yeshivah High School for Girls. I feel that I will continue to receive a thorough religious education in this way. I also plan to attend classes held in the synagogue on Shabbat.

Raymond Beyda: — My educational plans are to attend Flatbush Yeshivah High School. There I will continue my religious and secular education.

Danny Cohen: — I am not going to attend a Yeshivah High School, but I hope to keep up with my religious studies anyway. On Shabbat, I will attend the classes in the Synagogue. There are also classes on Sunday and I plan to attend these also.

David Beyda: — I intend to continue my religious education by observing all the laws that I have previously learned. I will try to keep on learning more about my religion even though I am not going to Yeshivah High School.

Isaac Sutton: — After I graduate I plan to go to Lincoln High School. After school I will attend Rabbi Hecht’s class where I will continue my Hebrew education.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Mrs. Jordan’s fifth grade class learned to play recorders and tonettes this year. They showed their ability as part of an interesting assembly program based on their history work. The program was called “Uncle Sam Looks Back.” The class has been very busy and happy designing dioramas, too. These generally were very well done, Michael Gindi’s was exceptional. At the present time, the class is presenting projects and experiments in science.

One boy, Isaac Sutton, has a perfect attendance record for the year. Gary Menaged has lost only one day’s attendance.

The first grade went on a visit to a pet shop with Mrs. Snyder and Mrs. Charlotte Franco. They bought several gold fish, a turtle, food, water plants, etc. The children learned about the care of fish and turtles, as well as the greater lesson of learning to care for others. They named the turtle “Slow” and the fish “Tiny,” “Tippy,” and “Goldie.” These were added to the nature collection of plants, leaves, seeds, shells, and a terrarium.

Practically everyone in class 1-1 belongs to the public library. They enjoy reading the books they borrow. It helps in their reading lesson. It gives them a fund of knowledge.

6th GRADE RESUME
by Hymie Abady, Marc Braun
All the mothers of the sixth grade received a pleasant surprise on Mother’s Day. Under the direction of the teacher, each of us wrote a lovely original poem in honor of “Mother.” Then we made pretty folders for the poems and trimmed them with ribbon and lace. Our mothers were all thrilled to receive our nice cards.

Now that the school year is drawing to a close we look back with great pride upon all that we have achieved. In social studies we have fine booklets of notes, pictures, and maps about the following countries: the United States (48 states plus Alaska and Hawaii), Canada, all of Latin America, and Europe (which we are now completing).

In Science, as part of a class experiment we are growing bread molds from bacteria.

In all, we have had a very enjoyable year of learning.

Grade 1-1 gave their second auditorium program. This was centered around Arbor Day. Jack Haber opened the program. Songs were sung by Solomon Goldman, Joseph Levy, Victor Franco, Elliot Moscot, Mal Cohen, Jack Marcus. Talks about trees and flowers were given by Harry Ashkenazi, Benbin Bibi, Charles Mamiye, Sam Cohen, Alan Sasson, Joseph Shabot and Bruce Davis. Poems were recited by Solomon Goldman, Eli Haddad, Joseph Tawil, Joseph Sutton, David Harari, Grace Harari, Charles Tobias and Jacques Doneck.

Everything with the Seventh and Eighth Grade has been up in the air: that is to say, they have been studying atmospheric conditions for purposes of weather forecasting and weather predicting. Household implements, such as clothes hangers, medicine droppers, milk containers, coffee cans and razor blades have been used in constructing instruments to measure wind velocity and wind direction. The fervor has become so great that some neighbors claim they have noticed some of our amateur meteorologists dangling from a radiosonde (balloon) as it soared over Bay Parkway.

Surprisingly enough some of these simply constructed instruments seemed to be extremely sensitive and could detect the slightest fluctuations in weather conditions. The amazing thing is that these instruments were made from superfluous household items. For example, the class has made an Hygrometer (used for measuring humidity) from an empty milk container, a paper clip, an index card, a needle and a broom straw. At this stage of the game, they can not give any details of its construction since a patent is still pending with the U.S. Patent Office.

On Sunday, May 24th, a couple of our weathermen submitted the class project as an entry to the Science Fair held at the Esther Shoenfeld Yeshivah on Ridge Street. The entire weather station was packed into a small suit case and assembled at the fair. It was quite a sight seeing over two hundred original exhibits inspired by scientific inquiry and initiative. The anemometer (weather wind mill) became so excited that it measured the wind velocity at 35 miles per hour indoors!! The temperature soared on the thermometer and the wet bulb thermometer began to sweat profusely.

When our two weathermen returned home our instruments re-returned to normal, measuring weather conditions accurately. Through diligent scientific inquiry and experiment we’ve found something that is more unpredictable than the weather, that is, our weather instruments!
MILESTONES

Bar Mitzvahs
Ivan - son of Mrs. Zekia Shomer
Irwin - son of Mr. & Mrs. Joe Mizrahi
Ezra - son of Mr. & Mrs. Charles Ashkenazi
Marty - son of Mr. & Mrs. Al Harary

Births
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Betesh - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Lew Grazi - Boy
Rabbi & Mrs. Baruch Benaim - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Josh Geimal - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. David Giardi - Boy
Rabbi & Mrs. Mordoch Goldstein - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Jimmie Salem - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Murry Zalta - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Shamah - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Jake Schweky - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Shamah - Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Mizrahi - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Leo Sultan - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Bijou - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Laniado - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Ben Galper - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Shamah - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Zeko Mizrahi - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Moe Kishk - Girl
Mr. & Mrs. Hayem Chalom - Girl

Engagements
Lillian Levy to Nat (Tootsie) Haber
Freda Mizrahi to Sam Haddad
Victoria Harari to Isaac Dana
Claire Freeman to Eli Salem
Shirley Salem to Elliott Hanon
Sally Shabata to Richard Mishaan
Celie Jemal to Al Cohen

Marriages
Joyce Ashkenazi to Philip Polansky
Malika Rosen to Rabbi Yehoshua Friedman
Lillian Zalta to Al Montague
Hadasa Esther Kassin to Jack Hanon
Esther Seraya to Jay Fleer
Rochelle Hidary to Julius Gelman

If your name is mentioned in the Milestones column, kindly mail in your $2.00 to the Magen David Yeshivah in care of Milestones.
Please call in your announcements to Mrs. Esther Barry, CL 6-1450 so no Milestones will be overlooked.
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